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NEW NEIGHBOR PROFILE
Two of the newest residents to join the Candlelight Plaza
family, Moving here in December 2019, are Bradley and
Jessi Cayce.
Born in San Francisco, Jessi comes from a self-described
"huge family, also known as Irish Catholic." She is one of
18 cousins who were all born within six years, Christmas’
is fairly rowdy! After a long stint living in Maine, Jessi arrived in Houston in 2004. Bradley is a native Houstonian.
Jessi attended St. Agnes High School and Bradley attended
Strake Jesuit. The schools shared a parking lot, and that is
where the couple met. Jessi is a Hoosier graduate of Indiana University and Bradley is a Red Raider grad of Texas
Tech. Currently, Bradley is an I.T. Project Manager for
R.P.C., and Jessi works for Alamo Title in commercial real
estate.
They married in June 2020. While they’d planned to be
married in Maine they quickly adjusted to the COVID
lockdown and put their new home to use, replanning their
wedding with an intimate ceremony in their back yard.
Even as newlyweds, the Cayce family is relatively large
with two dogs, Roxy and Gracie, and two fish, Cooks and
André. Gracie is a Border Collie and Roxy is a Shepherd/
Huskie mix. Cooks and André are Green Spotted Pufferfish, which bubble up, can live up to ten years, and are
emotionally sensitive. “They change color based on mood,
and they love to be around activity so they found a home
in the living room.” Not surprisingly, Jessi's favorite libation also comes with bubbles, Rose champagne, although
Bradley prefers a solid cabernet or Bourbon.

CHANGING OF THE GAURD
Greetings all! After many years of dutiful service and wonderful writing, Suzannah Mays has passed her Candlegram duties
up the street to her neighbors on Apollo, Bradley and Jessi
Cayce. We are proud that she sees us as fit to take up her pen
and ink and continue providing our community with the
neighborhood news and updates you have come to expect.
We are excited to be a part of the community and contribute
to our wonderful neighborhood. Suzannah has put together a
new resident profile on us which gives you a look at who we
are, but I wanted to let you know a little about our vision.
While we may hold the keys to the Candlegram I believe that it
is you, the community, that does the driving. we want to bring
you content that brings you entertainment, information, and
knowledge. while we work closely with the Civic Club officers
we also want to hear from you. we are going to keep a close
eye on the CPCC.Candlegram@gmail.com email address and
hope to hear your thoughts and ideas for what you would like
to see in your Candlegram. Please feel free to drop an "e-mail
to the editor" at any time.
Thank you again Suzannah! We hope you will enjoy reading
our pieces as much as we have enjoyed reading yours. Jessi
we better not make too much of a mess of this, we have quite
the shoes to fill…
-Bradley Cayce

Jessi enjoys interior decorating. She has a vision and
sketches it out and Bradley brings the vision to life. He is a
consummate handyman and his passion is home and
"tinker" projects. At the present, his numerous projects
include re-wiring a smoker to make it a Smart smoker and
building new outdoor furniture. He also enjoys car restoration and fixing a 1978 Dodge Warlock. So give a wave
when you see the red truck known as Wanda around the
neighborhood!
They were drawn to CP because they wanted Deed Restriction, a neighborhood feel, a yard for dogs, fun neighbors, and a place to park. They wanted a house they could
grow into. When they drove around CP and SPP, they said,
"We just knew. We were home." -Suzannah Mays

www.candlelightplazacivicclub.com | www.facebook.com/groups/CandlelightPlazaCivicClub
CPCC.Candlegram@gmail.com | www.candlelightplaza.nextdoor.com

RISING REAL-ESTATE

AN EGGCITING EVENT!

The Houston real estate market is hot. While 2020 was a difficult year for many industries, real estate was an exception and
in some ways benefitted from the pandemic. Folks spent more
time in their homes than ever before which led many to become home shoppers desiring a dedicated home office, an extra
bedroom, or a backyard. Homebuyers also took advantage of
mortgage rates at all-time historical lows and many families
grew with a “COVID baby” trend.

Hello Neighbors! We thought this year we could
do something a little different for March. The
weather is getting nice and with more neighbors
talking walks what could be more fun than a socially distanced Egg Hunt! You will find enclosed
with your Candlegram a printed egg that needs to
be decorated. There are lots of designs and shapes
on the eggs to allow for creativity. You can make
them fancy with glitter pens or by adding details
with sparkles or beads. Simply coloring them
works too!

According to HAR’s 2020 annual market report, the amount of
inventory on the market decreased to its all-time low of 1.9
months. A balanced market is 6 months. Inventory continues to
be an issue as Buyer demand is outweighing the number of
homes on the market.
2020 was a great year for home values in Candlelight Plaza
with sales ranging from $365K to $640K. Below is a snapshot.

After you have decorated your egg hang the finished egg papers in a window, so the pattern is
facing out. It should be placed in a window that is
easily seen from the outside of the house. Preferably in the front. Everyone who is participating
should hang their eggs by March 19th, so we have
plenty of time to enjoy them.
To participate in the hunt, simply go for a walk!
You can take a notebook along and make a tally of
how many paper eggs you can find in the neighborhood. This activity is not just for the kiddos,
adults can participate, too! Happy Hunting Everyone,- Candace Helstrom

The median price for a single-family home in Candlelight Plaza
increased from $502K in 2019 to $546K in 2020 which is an
8.8% increase. On a price per square foot basis, the median (or
most common) rose from $216 in 2019 to $229 in 2020.
Homes also sold much quicker in 2020 than in 2019. The median number of days a home was on the market decreased from
37 in 2019 to 13 in 2020 which is roughly 3 times as fast.

OBSCURE VOCAB

If you are considering buying or selling a home, our advice is
to reach out to a local Realtor® with knowledge of the area so
that your best interests are protected.

Gynarchy—noun

- Chris Moore

Gynar-chy

WEEKEND WARRIOR
we all have those pesky honey-do items on our list that are
easy to knock out but wither on the ol' to-do list. Sometimes
they are the little things we overlook and never get around to.
Well here comes to trusty squire the Candlegram to help you
wage battle with the never-ending todos of homeownership!
we have put a small weekend project on each week of the calendar to tackle or act as a reminder and keep all our homes
happy and healthy. These are short simple little tasks we
probably all have around our homes, maybe get the kids involved and teach them a little about how to be handy. Do you
have a task that you would like to see appear? The Editor
would love to hear them! -Bradley Cayce

Definition of gynarchy
1: Government by women
2: a form of social organization among insects (as
ants, bees, wasps) in which only the female parent
takes part in establishing the colony
See if you can work our vocab word into a conversation today!

FROSTED FOLIAGE

The DL on the QR

While most of us curled up in blankets and around fires
a couple of weeks ago to keep warm our leafy friends
outside took the brunt of the cold. as we came out to
check for burst pipes you probably noticed a lot of bloom
now looks like gloom, here are a few things to know before you start tackling your landscaping.
all it not lost! while the mercury dropped like GameStop
stock, the ground probably didn't freeze which is good
news because the roots of your plants probably did not
freeze. This means that your Perennials, shrubs, and
shade trees escaped the worst outcome. however, the
grim reaper has probably come for a lot of tropical species such as hibiscus, bougainvillea, hydrangeas, and
annuals.
While we may see fewer flowering varietals come spring
and summer here are some things you can do to help go
green again.
• Give it time, it may take weeks to see what is dead
and what is playing possum
• Don't over prune, this can shock the plant more than
it can handle
• Use a mild organic liquid fertilizer to give them a
fighting chance
• Scratch test, scratch a limb and if you see green your
probably going to make it
At the end of the day, only time will tell if your greenery
faired or froze, and with patience, you may see a surprising recovery. If you feel you can't wait however
there's always a garden center happy to trade you green
for green.—Bradley Cayce

It's like modern art, but with function! the Civic club has set
up a QR code to make paying for due, constable program, and
donations easier. just scan the code at the end of the candlegram and be taken to the official PayPal to securely complete your transaction. while due and donations are still accepted by check the QR code helps you keep up with payments
from the comfort of your own home. A special thanks to Bruce
for getting this setup and giving us all another reason to postpone that walk we should be taking.—Bradley Cayce

Constable Dispatch (713) 755-7628

Non-HPD Emergency (713) 884-3131

MARCH / APRIL 2021
Did you know? March is Women’s History Month!
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Total due by check
Civic Club Dues $50.00
Constable Program $262.25
Total Due by PayPal
Civic Club Dues $51.75
Constable Program $270.15
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